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F R O M  T H E
E D I T O R

As i sit and write this note, humbled is the first word that comes to mind to sum up how I feel about my
journey of creating this first issue of Mindful Culture Magazine.
As a mother of two babes, what I dream of for the future is enclosed within these pages.
Individuals and a collective of those who are striving for a more sustainable and thoughtful future.
Through re-engineering many of the ways in which we 'do' life, adding more kindness for ourselves, for
each other and for the planet which we call home.
 
I hope you enjoy this first issue and if you only take away one thing to enhance your life and to inspire a
positive change, then I will be happy in knowing I helped to make a difference.
 
Much love
Jane xx
 

Humbled.



health &
wellbeing

I S S U E  N U M B E R  O N E  

LEE CARSELDINE| ALANA FAY| SENSORY OVERLOAD IN A VIRTUAL WORLD



 Lee Carseldine’s life has been non-stop since retiring
from professional cricket. Bucking the trend of most
athletes when they retire, Lee has engaged life with
vigour and has taken part in a number of challenges that
has taken him well out of his comfort zone…from
completing a double Masters degree, co-founding a
start-up drone, media and travel blogging business,
trekking Kokoda Track and finishing runners up in
reality TV program Survivor (Australia) only to name a
few, Lee engages each passion with infectious humble
enthusiasm and extreme focus. 

"Feet on the
ground" with Lee
Carseldine

Photo: Rory Ross
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Let's talk FOCUS!
You have achieved so much in your life, and after
retiring from cricket you have A LOT going on.
How do you maintain focus, stay grounded and
most importantly stay present as a father?
 
Sometimes I struggle with maintaining focus, just
like everyone else. Especially with so many
distractions and things going on in my life. First
of all I always have to look at what I am doing and
make sure I am keeping my life balanced. If I
spend too much time on one area (for example
work), things tend to take a toll on the other areas
of my life ( for example not spending enough time
with my boys). I have previously lived a life
gloriously unbalanced and I know what the
warning signs are. Yes it is a hectic life but I
wouldn’t have it any other way. No two days are
the same and I need to make sure that my days

are fairly organised and I do my very best to
tick off my action items for the day. I am
very lucky to be in this position so part of
the deal is that I have to work hard to
maintain this type of lifestyle. And
sometimes that involves switching from one
task to another task fairly quickly. My boys
and family keep me grounded, all the time. I
find it hard to let things get to my head as I
know how quickly things can turn and get
taken away from me and also how
unattractive it is as a personality trait. 
 
  "I have previously lived a

life gloriously
unbalanced and I know
what the warning signs

are."
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There is a common trend of being 'busy' these days, 
 but we all know that busy doesn't always equal a full
life. What does a sense of fulfilment look like for you?
 
You are right in that being busy doesn’t equate to living
a full and complete life. If it did the whole population
would feel complete as everyone is busy these days. A
sense of fulfilment for me is that I have an aim (could be
something so simple and small or some huge challenge)
and I can see myself taking steps and progressing
towards that aim. The process of the journey for me
gives me more fulfilment than the attainment of the goal
itself. And to help filter these aims/goals/challenges, it
must tick the following boxes in order for me to enjoy
the process of that particular journey.
Does it excite me?
Can I learn something and better myself from it?
Does it in some way serve anyone else?     
 
What's the best piece of advice you have ever been
given and what's your daily motto for getting sh!t
done?
 
I have been given so much advice over time and its too
hard to mention all of them in this question. However I
am massive on being action orientated and reducing the
time of procrastination. There are so many talkers in
this world and while it is an important stage as it is the
start of the creative process for ideas, at the end of the
day anyone can come up with one. What separates
people achieving things in life is the action part (which
is incomprehensibly tougher than coming up with the
idea itself) and what values in life that person draws on
to achieve that outcome, regardless of how motivated
they are or how they feel. People who rely on motivation
and feelings will inevitably come up short of an achieved
outcome as these tools are not enough alone to sustain
consistency in their work.
 
www.leecarseldine.com.au
@leecarseldine
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Sensory overload is perhaps the most direct cause of
anxiety of all adults and children in the Western
World. It is not exclusive to people with specific
sensory processing disorders. It affects us all.
 
And the reason Sensory Overload is so prevalent is
because the brain has not evolved to a point where it
can integrate the sheer volume of sensory stimulus in
our environments.
 
Every single thing that surrounds us is detected by our
bodies sensory receptors and travels to the brain as a
snippet of information (quite like an email inbox) to be
processed, actioned and deleted. This is how the brain
keeps us alive. This is how the brain knows if there is
fire in our house or a shark in the ocean, and because
of this, the brain cannot afford to leave one single item
in the inbox un-opened.
But here's the problem. We are flooding our inbox
beyond capacity. Our brains can’t action the emails at
the rate they are dropping in. So, it puts us into a state
of anxiety, known as survival mode, so that should
there be at risk we are prepared, and ready to fend for
our own lives.
 
We are living in a state of anxiety simply by being alive
in this modern era. We cannot avoid it. We are all
experiencing this.
 
  www.allisondavies.com.au
@allisondavies.com.au
 
 
 

Sensory overload in
a virtual world.
Allison Davies - neurologic music
therapist & brain care specialist

Photo: Anna Davis - The Small  Folk
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  Brain care works in the exact same way. And
thankfully, most brain care tips are super accessible,
super easy and super effective.
 
One of the best ways of caring for your brain is to
experience music. When we experience music, by
either listening to it, making it or even thinking about
it, more parts of our brain activate simultaneously,
than when we experience any other thing that has
been researched.
So rather than adding to the load that our brain is
already under, music actually helps our brain process,
integrate and action the load that it is currently
dealing with.
 
There is no right or wrong here, experiencing music in
whichever way aligns with you, is going to be good for
your brain!
 
Controlled breathing is also a great braincare tip.
Taking a deep breath, activates the Vagus nerve which
immediately reduces anxiety, plus it oxygenates our
blood which then circulates through our brain and
helps it to function at its best.
 
Treat your brain to sensory information it is used to,
stuff it has been integrating since the beginning of
time. Put your feet in the sand, touch the soil with
your hands, walk into the breeze. This type of sensory
information is natural, not artificial, and it gives the
brain a sense of predictability, allowing us to relax. It
reduces anxiety, simply because of its safety.
 
Childlike activities such as jumping on a trampoline,
hanging from the monkey bars or swinging on the
swing are fabulous brain care strategies. This kind of
movement actually enables the brain to stay organised
in a way that helps it tackle the inbox as well as
regulating our emotions, helping us to think straight,
make decisions, evaluate and achieve goals.
 
These are only a handful of tips, but it demonstrates
how genuinely simple brain care is.
 
And though it be simple, it be absolutely essential for
anybody striving to live their best life in this modern,
sensory dense, technological Western World.

But to make things even harder on the brain? Let's
add screens to the mix. Screens have only been a part
of our life for the last 20 years, not nearly long enough
for the brain to evolve to a point where it can cope
with it’s demands. And with a recent US study
showing that we spend more than 11 hours per day
looking at phones, ipads, computers, TV and video
games, managing the impact of sensory overload in
our modern Western World is paramount.
 
There are a few ways we can do this. Luckily, you're
now all over step one, which is to understand and
acknowledge the impact of our sensory environments,
including screens, on our brain. Now that you know
better, you can do better.
 
Next, you need to create sensory minimal space in
your life. Currently, lots of us are doing this through
minimalising or decluttering our home lives.
Consciously keeping away from sensory dense
environments where possible is also important. The
supermarket, the shops, the market, the social events,
all of these environments only add to the sensory
avalanche that lands in our brains inbox every single
moment of the day.
 
Reduce the sensory impact that screens have by
turning off your notifications, dimming the brightness
on your screen, turning off ringtones and vibrations,
and unfollowing as many pages, groups, and feeds as
you feel comfortable with. Again, this won't reduce the
impact of the sensory overload, but again, it means
less sensory overload and more time for your brain to
recover.
 
These preventative measures mean less messages to
the inbox, giving your brain a better chance at getting
to inbox zero.
 
Once you've taken control of your environment the
best you can, start implementing brain care strategies
into your daily lifestyle as a way of supporting your
brain to function at it’s best, giving it a fighting
chance at tackling that sensory inbox. I think of brain
care strategies like vitamins. As you take them you
don't notice any real difference, but as they
accumulate they keep our bodies working at their
best.
 



The mind - body
connection with
Personal Trainer
Alana Fay

In an online world full of social media
influencers and brand ambassadors, It can be
easy to become consumed and overwhelmed by
perfect body image and comparing your life to
others who seem to have it all.
 
We caught up with the very down to earth
Personal Trainer, ISSN Sports Nutritionist and
World Natural Bodybuilding Federation
Professional, Alana Fay about positive body
image,  and her mission to encourage young
women to embrace a sustainable healthy
lifestyle and mindset rather than fad diets and
quick fixes.

 How did your professional fitness journey
begin?
In terms of bodybuilding, my fitness journey
began in 2016 when I returned from an overseas
trip. After travelling around Europe, eating my
weight in pasta and red wine, I realised that while
I was having the time of my life, I wasn’t happy
with myself. When I returned home, I knew that it
was time to commit to my goal of stepping on
stage as a bikini competitor. I thoroughly
researched training styles, calorie intake, dieting
methods, recovery, posing, and was pretty much
consumed by the world of bodybuilding. This
ignited my passion for fitness and later became
my career. 

Photo: Dahlia and Grace Photography



 Two years later, I became a Personal Trainer and
a Pro Bodybuilder in the Fitness Division with the
AWNBS
 
What do you enjoy most about being a personal
trainer?
 
The most rewarding part of my job is seeing my
clients be proud of themselves. Trusting the
process and your coach is not an easy task.
Particularly when many of us hold various
misconceptions regarding nutrition and exercise
that have been instilled within us from a young
age. It’s wonderful to hear when a client
perceives food as fuel, without any negative
connotations or guilt, and exercises because it
makes them feel good as opposed to exercising
because they hate their body. Ultimately, seeing
my clients grow in confidence, strength, and self-
love is the best part of being a Personal Trainer.
 
 
 

Let's be real, we all have days when we aren't
feeling it, and just want to hide and watch
netflix. What's your go to plan for getting up,
getting moving and changing your mindset?
 
I feel ya, girlfriend! I find setting intentions and
habits for every day makes this easier. I like to
keep my routine very similar from week to
week, training at particular times and having
scheduled rest periods which are non-
negotiable. However, as an anxiety sufferer, I
do realise that mental health can often impose a
challenge on getting my workouts done. I find
training with a friend really beneficial during
times like this, as the social aspect improves my
mindset immensely. I’ve never regretted a
workout, only the ones I didn’t do! I move to
feel good, and try not to let my mental health
dictate my life or inhibit me from achieving my
goals as it has in the past.
 
 
 

You share a lot of honesty on your instagram page
with the process of competitive body building,
weight gain, weight loss and dieting. What is the
number one thing you want young women to take
away from your posts?
 
I want to be a positive influence and portray an
honest perspective of a female bodybuilder. I want
women to know that they can be strong and
feminine, knowing it is not one or the other, and
that the two are not mutually exclusive. I also want
to highlight any misconceptions regarding
nutrition and weight training as a female. I hope
that other women can look at my page and be
inspired to change their lifestyle through education
to be the best versions of themselves, not to want
to look like someone else they perceive as being
“perfect” on Instagram

 What advice would you give to your past self?
 
You are destined for wonderful things, everything
you feel you have “failed” at are only bringing you
closer to where you are meant to be. Be kind to
yourself, always.
 
www.absbyalana.com
@alanafayy

" I  W A N T  W O M E N  T O
K N O W  T H A T  T H E Y  C A N
B E  S T R O N G  A N D
F E M I N I N E ,  K N O W I N G  I T
I S  N O T  O N E  O R  T H E
O T H E R "
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The ancient Taoists traditionally consumed tonic herbs
daily (although they do rotate specific herbs) to promote
longevity and prevent illness, nourish the vital organs,
strengthen essential functions and increase longevity
while slowing the ageing process.
  
So although many people are only discovering them for
the first time, tonic herbs are not a trend, but an ancient
way of life. They are grounded in thousands of years of
experiential science evidence, and their uses have now
been verified in modern times with scientific research,
confirming the effects the ancient herbal scientists
monitored over thousands of years of practice. 
That's why I love them so much. 
 
My journey started pretty simply, I was suffering from my
own health issues (I had gnarly and deep-rooted candida
issues, brain fog and exhaustion, to name a few) and
decided to take the issues into my own hands since I
wasn’t seeing any solutions emerging from the Western
medical model. I quickly fell in love with
medicinal mushrooms (especially reishi and chaga as
these were the two that helped restore my immune health
and remove candida) and then went on to fall in love with
Taoist tonic herbalism. 
 
Very, very quickly, I realised I needed to share the
ancient wisdom of these herbs with anyone who was
wishing to access their magic. My mum actually
really pushed me to start SuperFeast (she named the
company) and since 2011, we haven't looked back.

Mason and his beautiful team are pioneering the way
forward and re-introducing ancient mushrooms and
herbal tonics into mainstream culture. We spoke with
Mason to understand the basics and the benefits of
these natural and sustainable remedies to enhance our
vital health and well being. 
 
Can you tell us a bit about the history and benefits of
these natural medicinal mushrooms and tonic herbs,
and how you were introduced to them initially?
 
Medicinal mushrooms and tonic herbs have been used
and consumed by humans for thousands of years. The
first recording of tonic herbs (which actually include
medicinal mushrooms) was in Shen Nong's Classic of
Herbal Medicine around 2,000 years ago, the very first
Materia Medica. This text was a culmination of
thousands of years of traditional herbal wisdom from
the many healers in ancient China, and the tonic
herbs were classified in this text as those that are safe,
gentle, well-tolerated and effective for long term use.
Tonic herbs do not force the body to change, but rather
work with it to adapt, allowing a measured, nourishing
and normalising effect to unfold within the body and its
systems. 
 

SuperFeast - the
magical world of
mushrooms

Photo: Sabine: House Frau



  Tell us your favourite 2 staples from your
extraordinary range and why! 
 
My two blend babies, JING and Mason’s Mushrooms
and that’s mostly because this combination is so
simple as an entry point, yet I’ve also seen this
combination transform people’s health, almost more
than any other.
 
When people are starting out in tonic herbalism
quite often what they’re dealing with is adrenal
exhaustion and depletion of sex hormone function
because of this hectic Western lifestyle. Jing herbs
from the JING blend enter the Kidney system and
replenish its ability to function and this includes
restoring adrenal function efficacy.
 
The Mason’s Mushrooms covers two other aspects
that people are craving in this Western world -
restoring immunity and aiding gut function.
Medicinal mushrooms, in which there are 8 in this
blend, are specialists at getting deep into our
immune system and turning on the lights where the
lights weren’t on before. Essentially this means that
the sophistication and the intelligence of your
immune system to rid your body of pathogens and
keep your energy vitalised is thoroughly enhanced. 
 
What many people don’t realise, is our immune
system is hard-wired for the compounds in
medicinal mushrooms, for us to absolutely thrive and
people are discovering that when people get onto
JING and Mason’s Mushrooms they cover so many
bases and they are able to restore so deeply on these
levels and that’s why these two are my fave combo.

As SuperFeast relies on the health of the planet and
its resources for business to thrive, what initiatives
do you implement to ensure you and your customers
are able to give back and maintain a small
environmental footprint?
 
Great question. Our number one is
ending degenerative disease and promoting longevity
via the tonic herbs. But this goes so much deeper.
That longevity extends to our beautiful Mother Earth.
 
We're Earth First here at SuperFeast and that extends
from the original sourcing to the final delivery of the
herbs. We are driven to source all our
herbs sustainably and with longevity in mind for the
ecosystem. We work closely with small-
batch independent foragers who respect the nature
of the herbs and nature as a whole. They harvest
using their intuitive wisdom, leaving the ecology not
only intact, but thriving (we all know healthy soil
leads to a healthy future). 
 
We are striving to go plastic-free as a whole
business, which let me tell you, is quite the journey!
We are currently onto our fourth trial of
biodegradable packaging to replace our kraft bags.
We have completely stopped using plastic to mail out
SuperFeast orders and we work with our local
composting community centre on returning all
organic waste back to the earth. Our super sexy
Miron glass jars are to be repurposed, we encourage
SuperFeasters to checkout #mymiron for ideas. 
 
We're also looking into how to start a refill station at
our headquarters. We recently were audited by the
local council on our sustainability practices and
we passed with flying colours, but there's still lots
going on in this sustainability space at SuperFeast.
We also give back from each and every sale to like-
minded causes every month, which is a really nice,
community-building initiative we are proud to be a
part of.
 
 
www.superfeast.com.au
@superfeast
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"tonic herbs are not a trend, but an
ancient way of life. They are
grounded in thousands of years of
experiential science evidence, and
their uses have now been verified
in modern times with scientific
research..."

http://www.superfeast.com.au/


Anti-inflammatory and immune boosting 
 
Ingredients
1/2 tsp ground turmeric with a tiny pinch of ground
black pepper
1/2 tsp SuperFeast Reishi Powder
1/4 tsp pumpkin spice mix - or a tiny pinch of each
ground cinnamon, ground ginger, finely grated
nutmeg, ground allspice and ground cloves
1 tsp raw honey or maple syrup
2 tbs boiled spring water
1 cup of coconut or almond milk warmed
 
Method
Place the spice powders and reishi in your fav mug
with the hot water and honey. Stir really well until a
paste forms.
Whisk in the hot milk and enjoy!
 
 
 

Reishi pumpkin-
spice latte



Coffs Harbour’s first 100% Plant Based + Gluten Free takeaway.
Specialising in beautiful cakes, hand made chocolates and bars, wholesome
snacks and ice creams.
 
Amy Barrett, owner of Raw Bar grew up with her father, a
horticulturist and her mother, a stay at home mum, artist and an
amazing cook. 
Amy says of her inspiration, "I've always been interested in health as
my mum used to hold vegetarian cooking demonstrations and was
always experimenting with new healthy ingredients, often sourced
locally.
 
Amy's focus through life settled on floristry, nutrition and photography
where she  discovered instagram which allowed her  to combine her
passions and share it with many people through her account
@chocdaisy.
Chocdaisy then became her inspiration for the recently launched Raw
Bar.
 
"What inspires your beautiful and healthy recipes?"
"Well, in all honesty I am really food driven ! I think about food a lot
and how it would look on the plate. I have always enjoyed cooking and
as a child I was often by my mothers side in the kitchen. Sourcing
locally grown organic ingredients is so important.Then getting to
create a beautiful meal to share with family and friends is really what
it’s all about. 
My background in design coupled with my holistic nutrition degree as
well as my love for the earth, has given me the means to develop
recipes and meals that serve our bodies functionally. 
Real food needs to be simple, nutritious and affordable".
 
And for the future?
"To continue creating beautiful wholesome food that serves our bodies
as well as our earth. Working in my own space means I get to meet new
people who often want to know more about how my family and I live.
It's my way of sewing little seeds that get people to think in a direction
that perhaps they hadn’t thought before."
 
www.rawbarchocdaisy.wordpress.com
@chocdaisy
 
 

Raw Bar 
- plant based living

caramel mini magnum via @chocdaisy

https://www.instagram.com/chocdaisy/


conscious
consumerism

  I S S U E  N U M B E R  O N E
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BIMBY & ROY | SEED & SPROUT CO | VINTAGE & PRE-LOVED ON THE GRAM



"Two sisters who lived our childhood years in the Fiji Islands
had a 'one day' dream of owning our own label. Fast forward
several years and now in Australia with families of our own,
we found a window of opportunity to bring our business baby
alive.
Bimby + Roy emerged surrounded by the love of family. The
roots of our name stem from the birthplaces of each of our
first children. Our logo is simple but special to us - our
father's handwriting. We're all about comfort and versatility so
we'll let you decide on where and when to wear our bralettes
and bottoms - be it in bed, in the water or daily worn
undergarments."
 
What inspired you to take a sustainable approach to the
brand?
 
If we’re being completely honest, there wasn’t even a
discussion about ensuring our business took an ethical and
sustainable approach. No questions about it. We wanted a
versatile product that allows for multi-purpose use for
females - which we would hope for longevity. To encourage
longevity, comfort and quality are key ingredients which we
take very seriously. We were raised in Fiji where self
sustainability is high and Mother Nature, respected. We had
no desire to manufacture anywhere else, luckily having
connections with our childhood home town. We also come
from a family with a strong textile background. We were
destined to be in the field somehow.
 
Our Manufacturer was the first solar powered garment factory
in the region (their roof is an impressive sight to see) and is
renowned for its charity work locally. The company continues
to win awards for economic achievements and its ethical
working conditions. More recently,  an in-house childcare 
 

Bimby + Roy

Emma Wise Photography
Model - Jessica Edith Adams



facility assisted by the Australian Government has been built and attached to the manufacturing facility.
The childcare charges, subsidised by the employer, have enabled mothers and/or fathers to be near their
children during work hours at an affordable rate. We’re particularly proud of this initiative as we’re
mothers ourselves (three kids each) and understand the challenges of maintaining a career whilst raising
and caring for a family.
 
We receive correspondence from conscious consumers asking why Bimbys are made from a Spandex -
Polyester blend and if cotton or other materials can be introduced within our range. We print our designs
using sublimation (a process only possible on polyester) - no toxic ink gets into the waterways (happy
fishys and eco system). Dye sublimation also allows for great wash fastness, garments maintain their colour
and vibrancy through many wash cycles . No cracking of inks or film - encouraging longevity also due to
the strong fibres. The paper used to transfer designs onto material (via heat) is weekly donated to
recyclable plants in Fiji to produce products such as toilet paper etc.
 
Bimby material is also quick dry due to the blend which allows for versatility in doubling up as swimwear
for those impromptu swims. Due to the stretch, breastfeeding mothers are also finding comfort in being
able to feed easily (pulling up or down of the cup) as an alternative to the standard maternity clipped bra.
We also have a generous following of Yogi’s who appreciate the stretchy clasp free wear. 
 
Our compostable postage bags from Better Packaging is another element we’re proud to include as part of
our branding. The concept of a postage bag being tossed into your veggie patch to compose of is a
wonderful one. We recently moved distribution to Fiji, allowing the advantages of proximity of our
production. The decision came at a financial/shipping cost but the advantages of distribution in close
proximity to production is wonderful and we love that we’re supporting the locals. Maintaining an ethical
approach is more than often not the cheaper option but it’s a price we pay to do our little bit.

Sustainably made



What does the future hold for Bimby + Roy?
  
The current goal is to achieve 100% solar
dependence at the manufacturing facility in
the next few years. We are also actively
researching and testing
recyclable/environmentally friendly fabrics
that also can be sublimated on without
jeopardising the versatility Bimbys currently
offer. We’re introducing a couple more
products to the Bimby range in 2019, which
we’re excited about. We want to encourage
more women to ensure comfort is a priority
for themselves - Be it in Bimbys or any other
underwire free intimates. We’ve never turned
back.
 
www.bimbyandroy.com.au
@bimbyandroy

The future

" T H E R E  W A S N ’ T  E V E N  A
D I S C U S S I O N  A B O U T  E N S U R I N G
O U R  B U S I N E S S  T O O K  A N
E T H I C A L  A N D  S U S T A I N A B L E
A P P R O A C H .  N O  Q U E S T I O N S
A B O U T  I T . "

Emma Wise Photography
Model - Sarah Elizabeth Vosper

http://www.bimbyandroy.com.au/


What began as trying to find a
plastic free lunch box solution
to put her son's lunch in, has
grown into a
successful company which is
pioneering the way to
providing Australian's with
sustainable & affordable
plastic free, zero waste 
products.
 
Sophie Kovic, mumma,
kookaburra whisperer and
founder of Seed & Sprout
spoke with us about a
beautiful, growing eco
community & tips for going
zero waste.
 
www.seedsprout.com.au
@seedandsproutco
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Seed & Sprout C0.
 

http://seedsprout.com.au/


One little lunch box sure has taken you on quite the adventure! You only started Seed & Sprout two years
ago, did you ever imagine it would grow so quickly? What hurdles along the way have you had to navigate
with such a rapidly expanding business?
 
I could never have imagined the growth that we have experienced in such a short period of time, however I did
know that there was a need for the products that we have created (and this came from my need, personally as
a mother and someone who is trying to make the seemingly impossible small changes to single use plastics
that have infiltrated every aspect of our life!). I quickly discovered that I was not alone on this journey and
getting on camera (as nerve wracking as it was for the first 6 months) and talking 'real talk' directly to our
growing community helped me understand that there was such an urgent need to action what we all have
known for so long; there is no planet B.
 
The rapid growth has been incredible but also very hard at times, getting the right team is so crucial in being
able to continue growth, having our systems down pat, and being able to see clearly what we are doing and the
direction we are taking. Cashflow was a massive hurdle as this has all been off my own back, we haven't
received any financial support from outside sources, so all profits go straight back into the business so we can
keep expanding the range. 
Every day is a learning lesson but the community we have built helps continue to drive me forward.
 
Not only have you created a beautiful business, but you have also created a thriving community full of
people who love your products and love the message you are conveying. (And have your back when
companies steal your pics & videos trying to pass them as their own!) What are some of the highlights of
your journey so far?
 
When I have the time to actually stop and reflect on my highlights there have been so many! But really the
main one is the rapid growth in the community we have created on social media, it really is so unbelievable to 
 

Photo: The Connie Diaries



have this incredibly engaged audience who gets fully involved in
what we do, in discussions and they are there to help us make
design decisions. I get so many eco tips that I can share. 
I am really proud to have created a place where we can share so
much, we have just created a great Facebook page called People
vs Plastic and this has been an exciting way to get the
community talking to each other.
Another highlight would be getting our Crunchbox Lunch Box
Kickstarter campaign over 1,000% funded! We worked so hard
over 18 months perfecting this design and to have it received so
well is just thrilling. 
We have been featured on SBS and the Today Show, we have had
support from amazing eco conscious celebrities and influencers.
The journey is amazing!
 
What advice do you have for people who want to make a change
towards being greener but feel over overwhelmed because lets
face it, plastic is everywhere!?
 
My advice is make small changes, if you try to take on too much
it can get overwhelming and you can quickly crumble back into
your old ways through sheer frustration. Look at your habits and
start to make easy changes like having two sets of reusable
shopping bags stored in your car and in your kitchen so that you
can rotate them making it harder to forget to take them. Do the
same with your coffee cup & water bottle, have one in your car (I
like to stash one in my handbag). Make the switch to food savers
that you can use over and over, and get used to the idea of
composting.
There are some little luxuries that you might find you will start
to miss out on, but as you become more educated those little
sacrifices become easier and easier knowing that one person
really can make a difference.
 
Your dollar is your power! Where you choose to spend makes an
impact no matter how small the purchase is. Choose local
Farmers Markets over big supermarkets, buy local wherever
possible and support companies that use sustainable materials
and ethical practices. Look at your investments such as where
your super is being held, does that company support fossil fuel
mining? 
 
"We don't need one person doing it perfectly, we need millions of
people doing it imperfectly". - Anne Marie Bonneau.
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So, who is beautiflora....?
Britte Sunde and her talented team of Snr Florists have
been creating beauty with botanics since the year 2001.
Britte's passion for all things floral began in the Byron
Shire's diverse natural landscapes and subtropical biology.
Her career began in Sydney with Saskia Havekes and
Grandiflora where she learnt to craft and design nature
into works of art. 
 
Moving back to her home town in 2000 was the catalyst for
her to start beautiflora and to bring her love and
knowledge of flowers to the region. Working from a home
studio in the hinterland she quickly became highly sought
after as a designer and has an impressive portfolio of work
involving events & contracts. Beautiflora is now a HQ
based at Habitat Byron Bay and also a fresh retail space in
the uber-cool and progressive Newrybar Merchants artisan
collective. 
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beautiflora at
Byron Bay

Photo: Pixie Bella photography 
for Grace Loves Lace photoshoot



You ladies are just having too much fun! What is a
standard day like for the beautiflora team?
 
Yes, we have so much fun! Who wouldn't when you're
surrounded by beautiful florals and amazingly talented
people. At beautiflora we don't really have a standard day,
which is something we love about our job. One thing we do
do every day though is create things with amazing flowers.
It can be as simple as a bespoke bouquet for one of our
customers, to a full floral wonderland installation at an
event. 
 
You have such an outstanding and diverse portfolio,
corporate events, weddings and festivals, what are some
of the highlights you have enjoyed most?
 
Thanks for saying that :) We love that we can apply our
creative minds to represent each of our customers through
florals. I think we most enjoy the fact that we get to be a
part of something bigger, something unique, something
intimate and fun! Each new creation is an extension of the
people around us and we love to be able to add to the
feeling of special occasions through a floral scenery. 
 
As a business that relies so much on a healthy
environment and thriving bee population, what initiatives
do you take to assist in the regeneration and
sustainability of these resources?
 
Sustainability is very important to us and we aim to
continue to educate ourselves and take action on keeping
our environment healthy and humming. Along with being
conscious consumers, we aim to buy as much as we can
locally and within the community. Supporting and
connecting with our community helps us to reduce our
carbon foot print, encourage our local and organic
businesses and stand behind growers that work with the
earth- not against it. We also have an Australian beehive
out the back of our Byron Studio!
 
www.beautiflora.com
@beautiflora

Photo: Pixie Bella photography 
for Grace Loves Lace photoshoot 
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were not made in Australia and although they had a label
on them, I did not know exactly who had made them.
That’s when I decided I would ensure all of the items I
sourced would come from small Australian businesses
with a focus on handmade, organic and sustainable items. I
think it’s important for us all to be more conscious when
we purchase something to know where it has come from,
who has made it and what it is made out of. I believe
handmade items are really unique as no two pieces are
exactly the same and so much time and love has been
poured in to them. 
 
As a start up, what advice would you like to give others
out there who have been considering starting their own
business, but haven’t yet taken the leap & what are some
lessons you have learnt so far? 
 
GO FOR IT and believe in yourself! A year ago, I never
imagined I would be running my own small business. I
never really thought I was a creative person so I’ve
definitely surprised myself at what I have achieved so far,
you are probably a lot more capable than you give yourself
credit for, believe me. 
A great way to start is to write down your vision and
values, which I found surprisingly easy to do because they 

The Handmade Collective & Co.
"The Handmade Collective & Co is a sustainable gift
service that creates thoughtful and minimalist gift boxes.
We believe in being kind to the environment and
reducing our carbon footprint and we are proud to be
100% plastic free including our postage materials.
 
By supporting us you're not only supporting our small
business but many more as all of our products have been
carefully selected by owner Daisy from small Australian
businesses."
 
We caught up with the lovely business owner Daisy
Fearn to  understand where her inspiration came from
to start her thoughtful business, and what challenges a
new business faces during the startup phase.
 
What inspired you to start The Handmade Collective &
Co?
 
Three of my friends in the UK were pregnant and I
wanted to give them a unique gift. I struggled to find a
gift box that was eco friendly, unique and gender neutral
and so I set about creating my own. I really enjoyed
sourcing the items and loved the finished result so that’s
when I first had the idea of The Handmade Collective &
Co. I realised that a couple of the items I had included 



were at my core and from there I started to
brainstorm ideas, create mood boards and did a lot
of market research.
As far as lessons I’ve learnt so far… definitely
creating a space to work from! This has been a big
one for me. Oh and storage, you need storage. This
one is still a working progress as I am running my
business from home so our dining area is my space,
which is still a bit untidy as I have just had another
lot of stock arrive for our new sustainable living
range.  When I have a clear work space, I find I am
the most productive. Clear space, clear mind.
 
What does the future hold for The Handmade
Collective & Co?
 
We have recently released our sustainable living
range. We are already environmentally conscious,
100% plastic free and supporting local businesses
but we decided that we could take the next step by
creating a sustainable living range for our
customers. We strongly believe in reduce, reuse,
recycle and believe that any change from small to
 
 

big, is a step in the right direction. Our range
includes bamboo bento lunchboxes, bamboo cutlery
sets, beeswax wraps and more. We have just
released a sustainable starter kit that allows you to
bundle and save too!
 
Social media is a great platform for raising
awareness and we hope to continue to educate
others about the impact we are having on the
planet and the urgency for us to act now to
minimise this. We believe that we have a duty of
care to our beautiful planet and to the future
generations who should be able to enjoy it
 
www.thehandmadecollectiveco.com
@thehandmadecollectiveco
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Shadow Bang 
Apothecary & Supply



Shadow Bang is a fashion and herbal goods dispensary
housed in the iconic A-frame of Central Coast's
bohemian revival town, Long Jetty.
Supplying bespoke clothing, jewellery, organic tea,
essential oils, natural makeup and remedy body care for
the modern mystic woman.
Discover the alchemy: shop Shadow Bang for health,
happiness and a higher (fashion) consciousness.
 
You have the most beautiful & thoughtfully curated
boutique! What goes into the process of stocking your
shelves with meaningful and ethical items as opposed
to just 'stuff'?
 
Aww thank you so much for your humble words, we
really do spend so much time and energy into making
our space feel so warm and inviting for our customers
to purchase that perfect something they’re after!
 
Our process behind the thoughtfully created pieces we
select for Shadow Bang come down to a few key values
we both strongly adhere, which are our ethics for fair
trade and sustainable fashion, supporting small
businesses as opposed to mass production and making
sure our selected pieces are timeless rather than being
caught up in the whole ‘fast fashion’ side of things
which is having such a negative impact on our planet. 
 
We try to work with small businesses that really focus
on their recyclable packaging and absolutely love that
we can support other female creatives
and entrepreneurs who are committed to being ethical,
by working alongside these small brands we know that
some of the products we stock on our shelves are hand
made with love by one person. It also makes it that little
bit more special knowing exactly who is making our
products and where they are coming from and we love
being able to share this with our customers. 
 
 
 
 
 
www.shadowbang.com.au
@shadowbang
 

What is your advice to those shoppers that can't
necessarily afford to buy new ethically sourced
clothes, but still want to feel good about
contributing to slow fashion and a sustainable
future?
 
We encourage people to really think about their
purchases whether it be in our store or
somewhere else.
Ethical fashion may be that little bit more
expensive but that is because it isn’t mass
produced in a big factory like most fast fashion is,
The people who make these brands clothes are all
paid proper wages, most are hand made by a
small team of people and the quality of
the items are 100 times better and are made to
last a long time.
 
The designers and makers create timeless fashion
that can be worn for years on end, with a lot now
moving towards using sustainable and natural
fabrics which don’t hurt the earth to create and
last a lot longer.
 
If buying ethical and sustainable fashion isn’t
something that people can factor into their
budget, we really encourage people to buy second
hand where possible. There is often amazing gems
that end up in secondhand/vintage stores which
you can pick up at rather cheap prices and you
can feel good about your purchase as the item is
being recycled and not going into land fill!
 
We challenge people to take the time and think
about the whole ‘fast fashion’ crisis that we have
before making a purchase, we both know we’ve
certainly been caught up in mindless buying due
to the pressure of trying to keep up
with society’s ’standards’ and what’s ‘in fashion’.
We’re still learning and educating ourselves
further every day and hope that more
people jump on board with so much
more information that is continuously coming out
as the planet evolves.
 
 

http://www.shadowbang.com.au/
http://www.thehandmadecollectiveco.com/


vintage,  
pre-loved &
handmade

ISSUE NUMBER ONE

A COLLECTION OF OUR FAVOURITE INSTAGRAM STORES



   @goodsgathered.co

   @blissfullyknotty   @rae.vern.vintage

Sustainably gathered or recycled, hand turned
wooden jewellery.
 

  @maxandmel_jewellery
Inspired by living slowly & consuming mindfully, Goods

Gathered Co lovingly curates vintage goods to bring style
to your home & your wardrobe without costing the Earth.

 

A collection of clothing & home ware's for the
vintage bohemian.

Unique Macrame pieces handmade with ethical
& sustainable practices in mind.

https://www.instagram.com/goodsgathered.co/
https://www.instagram.com/blissfullyknotty/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/rae.vern.vintage/
https://www.instagram.com/maxandmel_jewellery/


   @alices_earth

   @elkwoodthelabel   @second_loved_

Vintage & preloved fashion curated for the conscious
consumer.
 

  @of.her.own
Recycled sterling silver jewellery, made & packaged

sustainably.
 

Found, reclaimed & recycled. For those who want to
adorn their homes with preloved, quality, vintage, boho
& wild findings.

Modern apothecary for the soul, handmade
sustainably in small batches.

https://www.instagram.com/alices_earth/
https://www.instagram.com/elkwoodthelabel/
https://www.instagram.com/second_loved_/
https://www.instagram.com/of.her.own/


sustainable
living

ISSUE NUMBER ONE

THE FARM AT BYRON BAY| SEA SHEPHERD | THE SECRET LIFE OF BEES



The Farm's philosophy is simple yet
wholesome and effective...
 
"Grow your food, your people and your
community.
Feed and nourish your physical self, your
soul and the land on which you live.
Educate yourself, your family and your
community so that we can all actively
participate as sustainable food growers,
producers and consumers.
 
An old dairy and commercial flower
farm on 80 acres of land in the Byron
Shire which was destined to become
blocks of houses, has been transformed
into a thriving community.
 

Talking DIRT with The Farm 
at Byron Bay
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Through courses, workshops and an open door,
The Farm creates transparency on the 360
degree process of what it means to sustainably
and responsibly raise livestock, grow fruit and
vegetables and in turn for what we take from the
land, replenish and restore the natural
resources.
 
Thanks to Ryan Sharpley the CEO of The Farm
Collective for providing some insight into The
Farm's practices.
 
Unsustainable practices in commercial farming
often lead to soil degradation, waterway
pollution and a loss of habitat and natural
ecosystem for insects and wildlife. What state
was the land in initially and what methods do
The Farm use to maintain a thriving
environment for all?
 
The land The Farm is housed on was an old run
down Flower Farm, suffering from many years
of neglect and lack of regenerative practices.
Since the business has been established,



advice. This is important for several reasons,
so that more people become aware of both
how/why this style of farming can be achieved
along with shifting the consumer buying
behaviours so when people are presented with
a choice compared to traditional/conventional
practices they recognise the value of the
regenerative practices.

3 5

"IT TAKES A FAMILY TO RAISE
A CHILD AND THE FARM IS THE
SAME PHILOSOPHY. THIS IS
NOT ABOUT US BUT ABOUT THE
COLLECTIVE OF LIKE-MINDED
PEOPLE ALL STRIVING FOR THE
SAME GOALS" -  T O M  L A N E

 

What are your hopes for the future of the
agriculture industry, in particular the
practice of cattle feed lots, industrial chicken
houses and the excess  use of pesticides and
insecticides? And is it realistic to use The
Farm's model on a larger scale across the
country?

 a concerted effort and broad farm plan
has been established to return the
fertility in the soils. This has been
achieved by significant composting, crop
rotation and pasture management. All
using organic and biodynamic principles.

Yes we are confident that regenerative
practices will become more mainstream and
widely used. We believe it is our responsibility
to provide a vehicle for the further sharing of
this knowledge by way of education and 



If it wasn't enough to be pioneering the way forward by
encouraging and teaching people to become more self
sufficient, The Farm has partnered with some amazing
foundations and organisations to give back to the
community at large.  
 
- Northern Rivers Community Foundation (NRCF)  is
an independent philanthropic foundation dedicated to
improving the lives of those in our northern rivers
communities who are in most need of support.
 
- Liberation Larder – a local organisation that supply
approximately 550 meals a week – breakfast, lunch and
takeaway containers. These meals are spread
throughout the local community across Brunswick
Heads, Mullimbimby and Byron Bay areas.
 
- The Green Army is a government run practical
environmental action programme that supports local
unemployed youth by giving them hands on experience
in conservation and farming.
 
- Fergus and Delilah, the children’s picture book that
will change the way children view disabilities.
 
Check out their website for more information and learn
how you can get involved too.
 
www.thefarm.com.au
@thefarmatbyronbay
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 In 2010, BP was responsible for the world's worst oil
disaster, when their oil rig, the Deepwater Horizon,
spilled over 800 million litres of oil into the Gulf of
Mexico for over 87 days, killing 11 people, and caused
the deaths of hundreds of thousands of sea turtles, sea
birds, fish, whales, and dolphins, damaged fisheries and
the marine environment.
 
Since then, BP and Chevron have tried to drill in the
Great Australian Bight but have been unsuccessful
thanks to organisations such as Sea Shepherd, The
Great Australian Bight Alliance along with so many
more individuals and organisations speaking up to
preserve this truly remarkable place. It is now under
threat again from European oil giant Statoil. 
 
What's the current status of Operation Jeedara and
what will their focus and involvement be regarding
the campaign to save the Great Australian Bight?
 
In 2016, BP and Chevron placed bids to drill for oil in
the rough seas of the Great Australia Bight. Sea
Shepherd responded by sending the M/V Steve Irwin
on Operation Jeedara: a campaign to highlight
the pristine environment of the Bight and raise the
profile of the issue to a global audience. The images
that were captured were turned into the film,
'Jeedara' and this was shared with audiences all over
the world.

Sea Shepherd &
the fight for the
bight

 After intense lobbying, BP and Chevron both decided not
to drill for oil in the Bight. This victory was, however,
short-lived. The M/V Steve Irwin was deployed to the
Bight again in 2018 when Equinor (formerly Statoil)
sought approval to conduct exploratory drilling for oil.
This time cameras were taken below the waves to
document and showcase the importance of Marine Park
Sanctuaries to the local ecosystem.
 
Operation Jeedara has been about showing the world the
true beauty of the Great Australian Bight in areas that
very few have ever heard of or seen documented. The
Fight for the Bight movement continues now, as Equinor
pushes ahead with its contentious plan to drill for oil.
Drilling in the Bight has become a high-profile issue,
with ‘Fight for the Bight’ paddle-outs happening
nationally and professional surfers like Mick Fanning
speaking out for the Bight.
 
At a grass roots level, what can the general public do to
help raise awareness and actively take part in saving
this iconic marine environment?
 
In the words of Sea Shepherd Australia Managing
Director, Jeff Hansen: “We have to all jump in and fight
with everything we possibly have.”
 
Ways to help protect our Bight include:
-Organise a paddle out near you
-Organise a screening of the documentary ‘Jeedara’
-Write to your local MP
-Volunteer with the Great Australian Bight Alliance
 
www.seashepherd.org.au

 

#FIGHTFORTHEBIGHT

http://www.seashepherd.org.au/


Nestled amongst 10 acres on the beautiful Sunshine
Coast in QLD, Mark and Ali have created a thriving
sanctuary for bee's and wildlife amongst their
subtropical rain-forest of towering bamboo, fruit trees
and shade houses full of foliage.
 
We caught up with Organic Bee Keeper Mark, to find
out more about the impact conventional agriculture
methods have on the bee population and why these
little guys are so important to us.
 
We all know bee's make honey, but there is so much
more to them than that, why are bee's so important to
us humans?
 
Not many people know that bees are essential to our
survival on this planet. Yes they produce lots of
delicious honey, but that is a by product. Without bees
it has been estimated that our survival time as a species
beyond the disappearance of bees from our
environment, is roughly about 4 years.
 
 

Sounds dramatic but the fact is that bees pollinate 80%
of all food crops.
So we could say goodbye to our morning fruit
smoothies. No peaches, mangos, apples, oranges, plums,
nectarines etc. Oh and you can forget about smashed
avocado with your morning coffee - oh I forgot there
won’t be coffee.
No more nuts - cashews, brazil nuts or almonds.
 
No more vegetables - pumpkin, potato, tomato,
courgettes. The list goes on and on. We would have a
book if we listed everything.
For those of you carnivores who are laughing at the
vegetarians, many of the grass species are bee
pollinated as well so, guess what, no steaks on the
barbie for you either!
 
 
 
 

The secret life of bees 

"it has been estimated that our
survival time as a species beyond
the disappearance of bees from

our environment, is roughly about
4 years".
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The importance of the humble bee (Apis mellifera)
can’t be overstated.
We know the value of bees, but they are under
enormous pressure due to mono cropping, pesticide
use, and reduction in natural foraging environments.
 
Regardless of where people live, whether it be an
apartment in the city, suburbia or a few acres of their
own,  how can we each help take care of the bee
population with the choices we make? 
 
Probably the single most important thing we can do as
individuals is to stop using insecticides in our gardens
and on our crops. The EU has recently banned all
insecticides to help protect the existing bee and insect
pollinators population.
 
While not wanting everyone to become activists and
protest on the streets we need to do what we can to
educate and make our voices heard. All our protesting
on climate change will all be for nought if we have no
food because we have killed all our bees.
 
In the next few weeks there will be lots of politicians
looking for votes. Make it known that insecticides are
killing our environment just as much as climate
change.
 
Do what you can to plant bee friendly plants such as
borage, lavender, leptospermums (tea trees) and
daisies. It doesn’t matter if you plant just one or two in
a pot on your balcony in the city or have a huge garden
that you can fill with plants that not only look great,
but are beneficial to bees. Every little bit helps.
 
www.bambooheaven.com.au
@bambooheaven_qld
 
 

Photo: Jessica O'Reilly

https://www.bambooheaven.com.au/


Tiny Habitat Homes
Kim Connolly, Director of Tiny Habitat Homes, has
been obsessed with Tiny Homes for the past 5 years.
She left her high school teaching career of 26 years to
work with women her own age as a Health Coach but
became more and more aware of the plight of older,
single women and their housing issues. 
Kim started Tiny Habitat Homes in April 2017 to
address the affordable housing crisis that older and
younger Australians face.
 
www.tinyhabitathomes.com.au
@tinyhabitathomes
     
 
 

http://www.tinyhabitathomes.com.au/


 How were you initially introduced to tiny houses and
how did that evolve into Tiny Habitat Homes?
 
I've had an obsession for Tiny Houses that started about
5 years ago. For some reason when my life got too busy
in my big house and full time job and family
responsibilities, I'd retreat to Tiny House videos. They
just represented a simpler life. Then as a member of
BPW (Business and Professional Women), the affordable
housing forums we were running were highlighting the
dire needs of older women. There has been a 31%
increase of older women experiencing homelessness in
the last census and things have only got worse since
2016. So finally I had to stop talking about housing
affordability and start doing. Easier said than done,
though!
 
 

The tiny home
solution
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  With homelessness amongst Australian women increasing by
9.5% in 5 years, and an ageing population, can you tell us how
you believe tiny homes can provide a solution and what other
benefits do tiny homes offer?
 
The beauty of Tiny Houses is that they are an immediate solution
especially for regional areas where 1 and 2 bedroom housing
stock is either taken by AirBnB, Community Housing or tourism
(especially in coastal towns like my own). We are seeing many
older women living in big houses who can't afford to sell them
because they couldn't replace them or couldn't afford to move
into a retirement village. Wouldn't it be wonderful for that
woman to be able to stay in her own home but rent out her back
yard to another woman not only bringing in an income but
allowing someone to live in close  proximity creating a sense of 
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security. The owner also wouldn't have the outlay of building a Granny Flat. Even better, have the
owner live in her own Tiny House and rent out the large house. That way she would have security,
financial help and she would be able to stay in her own neighbourhood. Tiny Houses are especially
useful at certain times of life, not only for older people who want to down size but for young people
entering the market who can't yet afford a big house and land, for student living or to supplement the
household income with a short term AirBnB.
 
Tiny Habitat Homes is relatively new to the market and you have already achieved so much and have
a beautiful vision. What can we expect to see in the coming years? 
 
My biggest goal is to establish a Tiny House Village for (mostly) older women where there would also
be a small number of rental housing. This would set a precedent so other villages could be created. I
want to help women to actually have something of their own that could be acquired using their
superannuation funds which are lower than their male counterparts. I would like to prevent the
downward spiraling cycle that women who have worked all their lives and cared for family members,
find themselves in. I've met these women, they're just like me except for the fact that they may have
had a bad divorce or are single and are dealing with very low superannuations. Imagine ending up in
this situation after a life of work. Because these women are proud they are not even identifying as
homeless and are quietly carrying on by couch surfing or living in their cars (a dangerous situation). I
hope to show the government a solution that is not community houses, will not cost the government
money but will allow these women to live with dignity. Once the public sees how beautiful these
villages will be, then we can look at other villages for other demographics.
 



mindful
guides

ISSUE NUMBER ONE

GROWING KIND| LET THEM PLAY



There's no doubt about it, motherhood can be a
bewildering and isolating experience.
Leaky boobs, unstable hormones, and often feeling
overwhelmed at the thought of having little lives
reliant on you for everything. 
 
It has been one mumma's mission to bring back to
life the saying "It takes a village to raise a child" and
has created a thriving and supportive community
for mothers, fathers, caregivers and teachers alike.
 
Amie Hankinson is the mother and founder behind
Growing Kind, a motherhood support community, a
place that promotes calm parenting, connected play
and conscious living.
 

Growing Kind - 
motherhood
unplugged

Amie you have created one of the most thoughtful and
genuine community's, both virtually and in person!
Growing Kind literally keeps growing and growing! What
do you think have been the biggest keys to creating this
thriving community?
 
Oh thank you so much, I’m so humbled to hear your kind
words. I think that the growth of my business is 100%
related to my growth as an individual. I dedicate hours of my
week to personal development; in the form of reading,
listening and getting really vulnerable and I believe that all
of those things progress my business.
 
I think that by being authentic and honest with the Growing
Kind community on my struggles as a mother, business
owner and real person that I am relatable. I know most of
my customers by first name basis and I’m able to support
them so much further than just being an online shop with no
face.4 4



 You share a very honest and raw perspective about your own
experience and struggle with motherhood. From feeling a loss of
'self' to guilt and frustration. Your feelings & message resonate
with SO MANY mothers out there!  
How do you try to maintain a sense of harmony & mindful
parenting whilst running a successful business?
 
I would consider myself an introvert, so the sharing in a public
platform was something that I struggled with at the beginning.
However, I knew that my message was so much bigger than me, and
so I worked up the courage to start sharing. I receive hundreds of
messages from women all around the world telling me just how much
they relate. These messages are what keeps me going- so thank you.
 
Boundaries and discipline on myself! It is all too tempting to spend
hours on social media, or dedicate myself to work (former
workaholic) so I need to practice really strict boundaries. I try to be
100% present with my children when it matters most, and I am guilty
of using the TV on occasions when my work needs me the most. I
have 1 day a week where the girls attend a local FDC and I ensure
that I fill that day up with productive activities. I guess my advice
would be; get really clear on your priorities and start to recognise
the times you are just procrastinating or mindlessly scrolling.
 
What would you like to tell a mum who might be sitting at home,
raising babies, feeling a little lost, a little disconnected and a little
worn?
 
Oh there are so many things I’d like to tell her. Firstly, commit to
doing something for yourself every single day. It might be a bath, a
phone call to a friend, lighting a candle, drinking a hot coffee,
starting a business or playing a sport. Do something every single day,
and be fully present with it, make it special and just for you.
Secondly, get really clear on the life you want to live. What are your
values? What is your vision? Create a vision board and start living as
if you have already achieved everything you want to achieve. Thirdly,
reach out because I’d love to support you
 
 
 
www.growingkind.com.au 
@growing.kind
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     Inspired by nature and the desire to
combat the trend of a throw away
society, Julie O'Donell has brought to
life her own sustainable and handmade
collection of toys made from foraged
wood and natural fibres.
 
Recently launched, her beautiful toy
store 'Let them play' is filling a gap
within the childhood education space,
specifically for Family Daycare's that
require toys and resources but can't
necessarily afford to stock their
shelves with the often pricey natural
toys.
 
Julie offers a unique perspective as not
only a mother of four, but also with 8
years of experience as an Early
Childhood Educator and her own
Family daycare in Coffs Harbour.
 
 
 

Mumma, Maker
& Teacher 

     "The less we buy, the less
we throw away. Wooden
toys and resources not only
nurture imaginative play
and a connection to nature
but can be kept and passed
down through the years."



   Can you tell us about the inspiration behind the
name "Let them play" and your approach to
facilitating learning and development in a natural
setting?
 
Let Them Play is all about the wonder that comes
from a child when they can simply be in the
moment and the beautiful play that comes from
those opportunities. 
Its the organic learning that occurs when a child is
allowed to engage with natural toys and
their environment. 
 
Play is how a child learns, and often we miss these
moments and don't realise just how many
wonderful learning opportunities are around us. I
have designed each of my toys to inspire
imaginative play, connect little learners to nature
and a sustainable future.
 
 
 
 
www.letthemplaytoys.com
@letthemplay_toys

  Over years of nurturing your own babies and
watching many little people learn and grow, what
do you feel the benefits are of natural toys over
screens or plastic toys that beep and buzz?
 
Natural Toys offer unlimited opportunities for
learning, discovery and allow children a connection
to nature. They provide open ended play, its each
child's own imagination that will direct their play. 
Toys made from nature are as unique as each child.
 
The toys I make embrace natures perfectly
imperfect beauty and bring that into a child's play.
Today, we live in a throw away society, and
children are used to shiny plastic toys that are
cheap to buy and therefore easy to be tossed aside
when it  becomes uninteresting.   A child's interests
can change daily, so how wonderful would it be to
have toys that could adapt as their interests change
rather then become landfill once a child becomes
bored. 
My desire is for more families to have wooden
nature based toys that provide open ended play and
learning opportunities so a variety of ages can
enjoy them for years.

http://www.let-them-play-educational-toys.myshopify.com/

